el 15 de noviembre
Fechas Importantes /
Important
Dates
Wednesday and Thursday,
November 27 & 28
CLOSED for Thanksgiving
Thursday, December 19th
Stay & Play

Our Daily Routine
There are many routine parts of our
day in which the children are working
on self-help skills. It begins right as
they walk in the door and each child is
responsible for taking off winter
clothes, unpacking, and storing their
own towel and water bottle. Providing
many situations in which a child can
be successful at an independent task
helps build their self-esteem. It’s so
important to provide genuine praise to
children. Genuine praise is specific.
Rather than “good job”, one can say, “I
can see that you worked hard to get
your boots on. It’s great that you kept
trying even though it was difficult.”
The children are also self-sufficient
packing up at the end of the day. It’s a
bit of a puzzle sometimes fitting
everything into the backpack: the art
papers, lunch box, towel, and maybe
even extra mittens. But, what a good,
age-appropriate challenge!

December 23- January 2
CLOSED for Winter
Vacation

Let’s play “name that number”!

Fine Motor Skills
Our hands and fingers are so busy!
There’s gloves to pull on, zippers to
do, snowpants to get our legs and feet
through! We have begun to introduce
scissors use.
There is a lot to work on with scissors:
an efficient grip, strength in opening
and closing scissors, controlling a
scissors to cut following a line, and
feeding the paper with one’s other
hand. Then, there is more advanced
cutting from simple shapes to complex
spiral cuts.

Closed Due to Weather
In the case of Madison public schools
closing because of the weather, our
center will be closed as well. Please
check for school closings by 6:30 a.m.

We are counting items and talking about
quantity.
Literacy
We have been naming beginning
letters in our names and saying the
initial letter sound. Our book, Clark
the Shark  by Bruce Hale, has
rhyming. We talked about the rhymes
in that book, have many other rhyme
books to enjoy, and have been making
rhymes together. With the name Lee
written on a dry erase board, the kids
read it, watch me erase L for S, and
tell me that Lee rhymes with See.
Next, I change it into Tree. It’s
amazing to hear them use the initial
letter sound to figure out the new
rhyme word. We read Diez Patitos de
Goma in both languages. We are
learning to discern the print that we
see: Which book is this one? The
Spanish or the English? It must be the
English one because I see L for little,
R for rubber, and D for ducks. This
book uses cardinal numbers counting
from the first duck to the tenth duck.
With each book we now talk about the
author, title, and illustrator.

el español
Our routine continues to add in new
words:
lonchera- lunch box
botella de agua - water bottle
botas-boots
guantes-gloves
gorra-hat
pantalones de nieve-snow pants
chamarra- coat
zapatos - shoes
From Clark the Shark, we learned
tiburón - shark
mar - ocean
escuela- school
maestra - teacher
calamar- squid
amigo- friend
recreo- recess
almuerzo -lunch
calmado- calm

Language Development
Children are always encouraged to
use language to express their wants
and needs. It often takes intentional
responses from adults in order for
children to ask questions rather than
make statements. “I don’t have any
water.” is a statement. So, we will
prompt the child to actually ask for the
help that they are hoping to get.
Children often try “air talking”, which is

just making a request in the hopes
that some adult overhears it and
responds. We encourage children to
address an adult by name. We will
over-exaggerate that this gets our
attention on them, then we can listen.
There is a mantra at preschool, “If you
need something, you have to be able
to ask for it.” As they move to multiple
environments beyond home, there
are skills that need to develop for
children to successfully express their
needs and wants. Parents are able to
anticipate their children’s needs and
often respond to what they know
instead of what the child
communicates, which is completely
natural. To encourage independence,
productive language development,
and social competency, sometimes it
just takes giving children a prompt to
express themselves verbally. “Looks
like you want to ask me something.”
“Seems like you’re struggling with
that.” This will also lead to a
language-rich back-and-forth
conversation which is so good for a
child’s development.

BRRRR! It’s cold!
Whether or not there’s snow on the
ground, we dress per the
temperature. It’s time for snow
pants, boots, gloves, a hat, and a
winter coat every day.

César y Chavela

César and Chavela are magnetic dolls
that we use to talk about winter
dressing. We stress that boots cannot
happen before snow pants and that
mittens are last because we need our
fingers for all the rest of the dressing.
We also use the paper dolls to name
our winter gear in Spanish.

Diez Deditos Ten Little Fingers
We have been singing this song in
both languages. Many kids are now
singing it on their own.
Uno, dos, tres deditos
Cuatro, cinco, seis deditos
Siete, ocho, nueve deditos
y uno más son diez
dos manitas, diez deditos
dos manitas, diez deditos,
dos manitas, diez deditos
cuéntalos conmigo
One, two, three little fingers
Four, five, six little fingers
seven, eight, nine little fingers
and one more makes ten
two little hands, ten little fingers
two little hands, ten little fingers
two little hands, ten little fingers
Let’s count them again

Parent Hack: Savvy Media
Consumption
There’s an app for that!
www.commonsensemedia.org
There are great resources that rate
movies, tv shows, etc for their
family-friendliness. The sites gives
age recommendations as well as an
explanation of content. There are
many studies about the importance of
being selective of what children view.
“Children this young don't have the
capacity to distinguish fantasy from
reality. Even cartoon violence alters
how they understand the world.” We
tell children that monsters are not real,

yet introduce the tooth fairy and other
imaginary beings. Children accept this
because they have an immature
concept of reality and fantasy.
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 ttps://www.healthychildren.org/Engli
sh/family-life/Media/Pages/Virtual-Viol
ence-Impacts-Childrens-Behavior.asp
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